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Welcoming Hanford's newest ladder truck, making strides at the Waste 
Treatment and Immobilization Plant, and setting groundwater treatment 
records are some of the highlights from January. Below are brief snapshots 
of what's happening at the Hanford Site.  

 

 

 
Hanford Welcomes Newest Ladder Truck 

Equipped with the latest in firefighting technologies, Hanford's 
new ladder truck will play a crucial role in helping respond and 
protect people, facilities and federal land in case of fire. Read 
more. 

 

 

 
Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant 
Takes Significant Step Forward 

Workers at Hanford's Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant 
recently celebrated a major milestone as they prepare to 
transition from startup to commissioning operations. Read more.  

 

 

 
Groundwater Treatment on Record Pace 

Through the first three months of fiscal year 2020, Hanford's 
largest pump and treat facility has treated more than 300 million 
gallons of contaminated groundwater. How does this compare to 
other years? Read more.  

 

 

 
Fabrication Nearly Complete on Key Piece of 
the Direct-Feed Low-Activity Waste Program 

The Tank Side Cesium Removal (TSCR) system will remove 
cesium and solids from tank waste bound for the Waste 
Treatment and Immobilization Plant. Later this month, workers 
will begin factory testing of the system. Read more.  

 

 

 
A Group of Elk Spotted at Hanford 

Did you know that during the fall and winter months, herd 
numbers at Hanford can exceed 700? Check out a photo of a 
small herd that was recently spotted at Hanford. 

 

Comments and input on the What's Happening@HanfordSite newsletter can be sent to: Patrick 
Conrad, Mission Support Alliance, at Patrick_J_Conrad@rl.gov.     
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